Oklahoma Department of Transportation (ODOT)
Procedure for Evaluation and Maintenance of Approved Products Listing

Product Category: Asphalt Release Agents (411.03(D))
Material: Brand Name Anti-Adhesive Coating Products for Trucks and Transports

1. **Specification:** ODOT Standard 411.03(D)

2. **Material Code & Description:** as follows:
   2.1 Material Code: rele001
   2.2 Description: Asphalt Release Agent, Std 411.03(D)

3. **Product Name Listing Method:**
   PRODUCT NAME
   3.1 Listings will be by brand name of product

4. **Jurisdiction & Correspondence:** All correspondence concerning this listing should be directed to the following Jurisdiction:
   ODOT Materials Division Engineer
   Attention: Bituminous Engineer
   5201 N.E. 122nd Street, Building 4011
   Edmond, OK  73013-8306

5. **Job Acceptance Requirements:** No job control samples or product certifications required. Satisfactory listing Field Acceptance Method 5001. If doubt exists on job, submit job control sample to Central Lab with complete explanation of doubt.

6. **Project Engineer's Requirements:** Project Engineers will be responsible to inspect and assure all products are verified and documented in accordance with the Field Acceptance Method

7. **Initial Product Qualification Requirements:** Companies wishing to have products evaluated for placement in this listing should furnish the following:
   7.1 Signed letter requesting evaluation for this listing with:
   7.2 Name, address, telephone and fax information of Manufacturer
   7.3 Full product description along with MSDS
   7.4 Manufacturer's recommended dilution rate
   7.5 Documentation of approval by another State DOT with contact information for the State DOT
   7.6 One (1) sample of product conforming to Specification as follows:
      7.6.1 Sample Size: 1 liter
      7.6.2 Sampled From: representation of product to be furnished

8. **Manufacturer's Maintenance Requirements:** Manufacturers with products in this listing must comply with the following:
   8.1 Continue to produce the same quality and product submitted for the evaluation
   8.2 Promptly report to the Jurisdiction any changes in Manufacturer's name, address, ownership or changes in product name, designation or formulation

9. **Supplier's Requirements:** Suppliers of these types of products must comply with the following:
   9.1 Supply only approved products to Department specification projects, identifying Product Name on records with each shipment
   9.2 Include all Manufacturer's special handling or application instructions with each shipment
   9.3 Promptly report to the Jurisdiction (and Manufacturer if other than Supplier) any doubt about products or performance

10. **Contractor's Requirements:** Contractors using these types of products on Department specification projects must comply with the following:
    10.1 Purchase only approved products and use them in accordance with governing requirements
    10.2 Promptly report to the Supplier any doubt about products or performance

11. **Laboratory Testing:** The Department may conduct testing in their Central Lab of the qualification sample as follows:
    11.1 Submerge a 500 gram sample of hot mix asphalt into enough release agent to cover the sample. Allow to sit undisturbed for a period of one hour. There shall be no adverse effect on the sample nor discoloration of the solution.
    11.2 Testing may be waived with documentation of approval by another State DOT
    11.3 Listed products are subject to random periodic verification testing by the Department. Said testing will be performed on samples obtained from Department projects.

12. **Reporting of Evaluation Results:** The Jurisdiction will report evaluation results to the following:
    12.1 Company requesting the evaluation
    12.2 Manufacturer (if different than 12.1)

13. **Application of Evaluation Results:** The Department's initial evaluation results will be applied as follows:
    13.1 Satisfactory - products are added to this listing
    13.2 Unsatisfactory - products fail to be added to this listing and products are subject to a six (6) month waiting period for re-evaluation

14. **Expiration of Products from Listing:** Products may be removed or expired from this listing for:
    14.1 Substitution and/or mislabeling
    14.2 Failure to meet any of the Department's requirements for these types of products
    14.3 Failure of the products to perform satisfactorily on the job
    14.4 An unacceptably long period of time expiring without the products being used on a Department project
Revision 3/16/2015: Changed “ODOT Materials Engineer”, in the address block of Section 4, to “ODOT Materials & Research Division Engineer”. Changed “affect”, in the last sentence of section 11.1, to “effect”.

Revision 6/21/2016: Changed “ODOT Materials & Research Engineer”, in the address block of Section 4, to “ODOT Materials Division Engineer”.

Revision 4/16/2020: Changed address of ODOT Materials Division Engineer, in the address block of Section 4, to address of new Materials Division building.

Revision 6/18/2020: Changed city of ODOT Materials Division Engineer address, in the address block of Section 4, from “Oklahoma City” to “Edmond”.
